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It is time to reassess the work of Geoffrey Blainey, and consider his role in Australian history, politics and public life. Geoffrey
Blainey has steered Australian history into the nation's conversation. No one would dispute that he is a courageous public
intellectual, a writer of rare grace and a master storyteller. And he has indeed provoked a rare fuss, both public and professional,
with some of his comments on Asian immigration and Aboriginal land rights. Blainey has challenged the academic history
profession, not only with his ideas but also by his practice. A brilliant student, he looked set for Oxford but chose instead the
austere west coast of Tasmania for his postgraduate research. For the next decade he earned a living with his pen. And instead of
political history in the traditional academic mould, he wrote corporate histories that dispensed with footnotes. Always probing and
speculative, Blainey has dislodged many of the keystones in our understandings of Australia's past. He was one of the first to write
about the expansive social history of this land before 1788; he questioned whether Botany Bay was founded primarily as a convict
colony; he argued that the Eureka uprising had economic rather than political causes; and he identified sport as a neglected key to
the Australian character. His controversial views earned such newspaper headlines as 'Brave Man Set Upon by Thugs for Telling
Truth'. In The Fuss That Never Ended a lively and distinguished assembly of fellow historiansandmdash;of various ages, interests
and political stancesandmdash;take a fresh look at Blainey's remarkable and sometimes controversial career.
This easy-to-use resource provides initiation ministers with the pastoral tools needed to lead dismissal sessions with adults
preparing for Baptism. Through reflection and discussion, each dismissal session guide helps to develop the catechumen’s
relationship with Christ, self, and neighbor by internalizing the Word, concentrating their prayer around the Scriptures, and
becoming familiar with the teachings of the Church. The step-by-step format makes leading the dismissal an easy and prayerful
experience. The Living Word™: Leading RCIA Dismissals, Year A includes: - Guides for dismissal sessions for every Sunday and
Holyday of Obligation of Year A - Seasonal overviews, Scripture backgrounds, and preparation materials for catechists - Seasonal
dismissal texts for the priest celebrant - Complete reflection texts with discussion sparkers on the readings of the day - Centering
ideas and closing prayers - Suggestions for additional catechetical topics that are connected to the readings of the day - An
appendix with dismissal guides for the Rite of Acceptance, Rite of Sending, Rite of Election, and the three Scrutinies
Inequality, unemployment, degradation of our environment: these and other practical economic problems reflect faulty economic
theories. We have been led astray by ideas that made some sense in the past but are unsuited to our times and by ideas that are
fundamentally mistaken. The Catholic Church has an extensive body of teachings on economic and social matters, too little known
even among Catholics, which offers practical alternatives to the economics of the jungle. This book provides clear explanations of
major errors in conventional economic thinking and shows how the church's teachings can point us in a better direction.
Trollope’s mother, wife, and a friend he loved platonically most of his life provided him three very different views of the Victorian
woman. And, according to Jane Nardin, they were responsible for the dramatic shift in his treatment of women in his novels. This
is the first book in Sandra Gilbert’s Ad Feminam series to examine a male author. Nardin initially analyzes the novels Trollope
wrote from 1855 to 1861, in which male concerns are central to the plot and women are angelic heroines, submissive and selfsacrificing. Even the titles of his novels written during this period are totally male oriented. The Three Clerks, Doctor Thorne, and
The Bertrams all refer to men. Shortly after meeting Kate Field, Trollope wrote Orley Farm, which refers to the estate an angry
woman steals from her husband and which marks a change in the attitudes toward women evident in his novels. His next four
books, The Small House at Allington, Rachel Ray, Can You Forgive Her?, and Miss Mackenzie, prove that women’s concerns had
become central in his writing. Nardin examines specific novels written from 1861 to 1865 in which Trollope, with increasing vigor,
subverts the conventional notions of gender that his earlier novels had endorsed. Nardin argues that his novels written after 1865
and often recognized as feminist are not really departures but merely refinements of attitudes Trollope exhibited in earlier works.
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An account of changing conceptions and treatments of criminality in Victorian and Edwardian Britain.
This collection of essays explores the significance of practice in understanding American Protestant life. The authors are historians of
American religion, practical theologians, and pastors and were the twelve principal researchers in a three-year collaborative project
sponsored by the Lilly Endowment. Profiling practices that range from Puritan devotional writing to twentieth-century prayer, from missionary
tactics to African American ritual performance, these essays provide a unique historical perspective on how Protestants have lived their faith
within and outside of the church and how practice has formed their identities and beliefs. Each chapter focuses on a different practice within a
particular social and cultural context. The essays explore transformations in American religious culture from Puritan to Evangelical and
Enlightenment sensibilities in New England, issues of mission, nationalism, and American empire in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
devotional practices in the flux of modern intellectual predicaments, and the claims of late-twentieth-century liberal Protestant pluralism.
Breaking new ground in ritual studies and cultural history, Practicing Protestants offers a distinctive history of American Protestant practice.
Containing political, historical, geographical, scientifical, statistical, economical, and biographical documents, essays and facts: together with
notices of the arts and manu factures, and a record of the events of the times.
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Recipient of the Frank S. and Elizabeth D. Brewer Prize of the American Society of Church History for 2007 Faith in the
Great Physician tells the story of how participants in the evangelical divine healing movement of the late nineteenth
century transformed the ways Americans coped with physical affliction and pursued bodily health. Examining the politics
of sickness, health, and healing during this period, Heather D. Curtis encourages critical reflection on the theological,
cultural, and social forces that come into play when one questions the purpose of suffering and the possibility of healing.
Curtis finds that advocates of divine healing worked to revise a deep-seated Christian ethic that linked physical suffering
with spiritual holiness. By engaging in devotional disciplines and participating in social reform efforts, proponents of faith
cure embraced a model of spiritual experience that endorsed active service, rather than passive endurance, as the
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proper Christian response to illness and pain. Emphasizing the centrality of religious practices to the enterprise of divine
healing, Curtis sheds light on the relationship among Christian faith, medical science, and the changing meanings of
suffering and healing in American culture.
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